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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

Quality education and training for children living in poverty in the slums of Brazil.  

www.THECHANNEL.org   April 2021 

 

The Devastating Cost of The Pandemic in the Slums 
 

The Legislative Assembly of the State of Ceará, Brazil, has released figures regarding increased levels of violence in 2020 and 

particularly the murders of children. They reported a 90% increase in the number of children who were violently killed com-

pared to 2019.  In 2020, more than 12 children aged 10-19 were murdered each week. (DiariodoNordeste) 

 

During the pandemic, children have been out of school and spending more time on the streets. In a favela, there are few 

comforts inside the average home, which is dark, poorly ventilated, and extremely hot. People sit outside their homes to relax 

and children play in the street despite the raw sewage and confined alleyways.  

 

Children have also been more exposed to gang violence. Criminal factions have not stopped their activities and in many fave-

las, fighting has intensified. Some children are coaxed into delivering drugs by dealers, keen to protect themselves. Others 

have become the innocent victims of crossfire in regular exchanges of gunfire that erupt between gangs. 

 

Until March 2020, our students were used to a full day of education four hours in State school and another four hours at CBC. 

Online Giving 

www.thechannel.org/donate  
 

Check Gifts 

Payable to The Channel Inc. 

 

Text to Give (text amount) 

757 280 2735 
 

Dreambuilders 

It costs $30 per month to support a 

child in Brazil. Each month we will send 

you a child photo and story. 
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https://diariodonordeste.verdesmares.com.br/seguranca/ceara-registra-mais-de-12-assassinatos-de-adolescentes-por-semana-em-2020-aponta-relatorio-1.3050483
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Parents were re-assured that 

their children were in a safe 

place away from danger.  

 

As the pandemic has per-

sisted, the stability provided 

by this set up has eroded 

away. Sickness and the fear 

of sickness have spread, of-

ten with misinformation and 

un-checked rumours. The 

lack of COVID-19 testing in local clinics in the slums has 

been another frustration for hard-working residents. 

 

The emotional toll of being told to stay at home when you 

have no food, no income and no activity has led to even 

more physical and mental health issues. Families who were 

working hard to stay above the poverty line have plunged 

back beneath it and felt totally unsupported. Healthy par-

ents and young people have been over-burdened, desper-

ate to meet basic needs, look after children and care for 

the sick.  

 

All of this in an environment where online learning is virtu-

ally impossible. Children who were starting to believe in 

their potential and see opportunities for their future have 

become used to a new reality without routine or challenge.  

Worse still, they know that just down the road, privately 

educated children have soared ahead in their learning with 

plentiful access to comfortable online activities.  

 

After so many years of progress there is no doubt that we 

have a mountain to climb, just to get back to what we 

thought was normal at the beginning of 2020. Our stu-

dents tell us that our support is the only thing they look 

forward to and that our online activities are more complete 

than anything the public school is providing.  Even though 

we have many limitations, students are borrowing their 

parents’ phones whenever they can to see our online clas-

ses. 

 

THE GOOD NEWS: CBC is not giving up. We are deter-

mined to bring life, hope and opportunity back to our stu-

dents and their families. The most important things we can 

do right now are… 

 

• Pray for health and an end to this pandemic. 

• Modify classroom facilities to make socially  

distanced learning safe and compliant. 

• Invest more in our online learning infrastructure 

• Maintain a strong, well-trained team in Brazil. 

 

Almost every time we receive a message or see our stu-

dents and their parents, they express their desperation for 

CBC to begin in-person activities. We are working hard to 

be able to do this as soon as the authorities in Fortaleza 

allow us. 

 

Please keep CBC’s leaders, teachers, students, and their 

families in your prayers. Fortaleza has been in a full lock-

down for the last month and intensive care units are cur-

rently between 90% and 100% of their capacity. Brazil’s 

situation is critical and people are suffering. 

 

SPRING FUNDRAISING 
 

This spring is a great time to review your giving to CBC. 

 

Review your monthly gift.  

Could you increase the amount for the next 6 months or 

on a permanent basis? Could you make a one-off gift?  

 

SIGN UP AS A DREAMBUILDER  

at www.thechannel.org/donate 

 

EMERGENCY FOOD PARCELS 

If you would like to help with COVID relief, please use our 

website to donate to our food parcel campaign.  

 
Katya’s Story 

 

Katya (name changed) is 12 years 

old and has been a student at 

The University of Life for the last 

3 years. Her mother works as a 

maid and her father is unem-

ployed and a drug user. His habit 

is a huge burden on the family 

and a source of constant stress 

for Katya.  

 

Katya’s young mother depends 

heavily on her parents (Katya’s 

grandparents) for financial sup-

port and they often go without 

the basics. To safely access activities online, Katya goes to 

her next door neighbor’s house. Using WhatsApp, she par-

ticipates in our online classes, answers questions using au-

dio messaging, and stays in touch.  

Katya 
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